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GROWING GRACEFULLY
For decades, the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex has been an epicenter of economic opportunity in technology innovation, telecommunications, 
and the oil and gas markets. Located 30 miles north of downtown Dallas, Frisco was a small community that once absorbed into the 
metroplex, quickly became the fastest-growing school district in the United States. Frisco Independent School District’s enrollment 
has surpassed 45,000 K–12 students, and they are adding 2,500–3,000 new students every year. It is no surprise that construction and 
remodeling have been occurring at a rapid pace, and that Frisco needed a partner that could help them meet the diverse needs of the 
burgeoning district. Interior Concepts has been one of those partners since 2003, working hand-in-hand on several building installations.

With so much expansion occurring in the technology-driven 21st century, Frisco ISD has been presented with the unique opportunity 
of implementing current learning concepts and educational technology. From the physical learning spaces, including the furniture, to 
the educational resources available, Frisco has made every decision based on how it would benefit the students’ education. As a result, 
the district has online learning tools and classrooms designed to adapt as needs evolve. Yet with the yearly student influx, rethinking 
how classrooms and labs can maximize space is a constant challenge. Time and time again, Frisco’s investment in high-quality flexible 
furniture has paid off because re-purposing Interior Concepts’ furniture has been stress free — the furniture can be reconfigured and  
still look like new.

Overall, Frisco ISD’s furniture needs have been far from cookie cutter, especially in its Career and Technology building. With highly specialized 
classrooms to handle computer animation, culinary education, drafting, education theory, and graphic design — the vocational training 
facility has a wide variety of different needs. Interior Concepts worked directly with Frisco to address each unique situation and develop 
solutions that met the vision of the staff. The variety of the furniture on-site, built from the same basic components of either tables or frames, 
worktops, and panel inserts, is amazing. Every learning space delivers the best furniture for expanding knowledge in that discipline.

The Administration building was also a huge challenge with demands for many different spaces — from reception areas and human 
resources to student services and accounting. This required different workstation layouts, cubicles, tables, and panel walls to provide a 
combination of privacy, collaboration, teaming, breakout areas, or re-configurability for department expansion. Often “meeting” Frisco ISD 
staff online, Interior Concepts utilized the web to collaborate on color choices, edit designs, or show what a finished product would look like in 
the finished space. This ensured the final product, upon installation, was exactly what Frisco wanted and needed for each area of the facility.

Flexible furniture solutions is what Frisco ISD required from Interior Concepts, but they also received a partner that worked diligently 
tailoring furniture for their students and staff. The long-term track record of delivering high-quality reconfigurable furniture to Frisco stands 
as a testament to Interior Concepts’ promise of delivering the best furniture buying experience in the industry — and this relationship is 
slated to continue growing along with the district.
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“Interior Concepts has been a pleasure to work with. 

Their product is of wonderful quality and has longevity. 

Reconfiguring has also been really beneficial to our district 

 — as well as their ideas for specialized classrooms. Not all 

campuses are cookie cutter, and their product has met all  

our needs. I highly recommend Interior Concepts.”

JoAnn Tinney
Procurement Manager
Frisco ISD
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WE’RE

18525 Trimble Court, Spring Lake, MI 49456

800.678.5550  | interiorconcepts.com

Reception station

Ganged round conference table

Conference table broken into four 1/4 round components

One half-round table created by ganging two 1/4 rounds

Computer lab featuring acrylic panels
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Graphic design classroom

Animation lab

Media cabinet

Computer workstations with combination wardrobe/bookcases

Office cubicles

Reception station
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To see a video featuring Frisco ISD in Texas, visit  
www.interiorconcepts.com/frisco.
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